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The women's liberation ideological trend before and after the May Fourth 
Movement is focal point and weak segment of Female literature study, it is also 
the lacked chapter of the ideological history. Because we were more inclined to 
use western contemporary feminism theory to analyse the modern writer's works 
of China isolatedly during the past research, and then ignored the concern about 
whole age’s situation that influences the ideologiacal concept of writers’ works, 
so it cause the huge contrast in the course of studying the West/the native、
theory/reality、now/history and cause the chaos of historical resources ,too. It 
even bring about the bottleneck of Female literature research today. In order to 
alleviate this awkward situation and fill the gap of women liberated ideological 
trend in the ideological history. I gathered the personages of numerous elites who 
studied the women's liberation movement at that time and 《Ladies’ Journal》 
which has great influence on ideological trend of women's liberation before and 
after the May Fourth Movement as the case, imbed the women's liberation 
ideological trend before and after the May Fourth Movement in terms of 
ideological history, putted forward some constructive views by combing the 
personnel changes’influence over women liberation movement, and thus offer a 
more intact background material for the future study of female literature. 
 
The full text consists of three parts altogether: The introduction summarize 
the mistaken treatment idea of to ideological trend of women's liberation in the 















solution, and the simple summary of 《Ladies’ Journal》； The second part reduce 
the historical background and personnel changes of 《Ladies’ Journal》 by the 
cultural idea of the commercial affair and commercial role and the replacement 
of editor-in-chief of 《Ladies’ Journal》, through this combing it makes us find 
out the ins and outs and different characteristics of different stages of women's 
liberation movement around the May Fourth Movement；The third part is the 
analysis to the theory view offered by the 《Ladies’ Journal》, it includes six 
aspects such as: the arrangement of this concept of 《Ladies’ Journal》, the search 
of women's liberation theory and realistic resource , the re-definition of woman 
status, the women study and the women's right , woman's economic 
independence, and woman's marriage. This analysis not only make us get a 
distinct knowledge of the theory changes and theory depth of women's liberation 
before and after the the May Fourth Movement but also enable us understand the 
writer of the May Fourth Movement period’s work more deeply, this studies will 
be helpful in promoting the present research on female literature. . 
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